The Perfect Split
As a forward thinking company with our forty years of experience, Americon understands that old paradigms may
be an easy choice when purchasing a dispatch console only to find out later that they create many more problems
than they solve. For this reason, we have designed a dispatch workstation that not only addresses the needs of the
dispatcher but also resolves the problems that the old table based paradigms created for service people.

Old habits are hard to break!
The old paradigms for a dispatch workstation were originally created by those companies who sold split‐level
metal‐legged table systems consisting of two adjustable worksurfaces. The primary surface supported keyboards
and mice and the secondary surface supported monitors.
Each surface was adjustable independently to meet the
needs of individual dispatchers when either sitting or
standing. They didn’t address focal distance but more
importantly the amount of computer equipment storage
needed in such a small area.
Since computers had to be stored in adjoining
electronics enclosures, wiring could only be concealed by
including an acoustical panel system that surrounded
the entire workstation and left no way to access
equipment from the rear.

Sometimes you just shake your head
In today’s round‐the‐clock dispatch centers; the ability for
IT to work on electronic equipment without disturbing day
to day operations is extremely important. So, it’s pretty
obvious, that having immediate rear access to maintain
equipment without removing obstructions is essential
rather than just desirable. We solve this problem by
creating a robust base for storing equipment as part of our
dispatch station. There are no table leg obstructions and
there is a significant space savings in being able to store
computers in the main workstation base.

The Base Cabinet
The base has both front and rear access doors along with a
completely segregated cable management system. The
freestanding base also houses the surface lifting columns
so there are no knee‐knockers. The worksurface area
consists of three surfaces. There is a stationary surface
around the perimeter for mounting the tackable acoustical
privacy panels. These surface mounted panels take the
place of the full height panels required with table systems
that have to be removed to perform maintenance. There is
a similar appearance but that’s as far as it goes.

Primary Surface
In front, we have a motorized adjustable height
keyboard platform which is wide and deep enough to
handle multiple keyboards/mice and telephones along
with our optional “Personal Workspace Manager”.

Secondary Surface
Directly behind, we place the adjustable height
monitor surface. This second surface moves
independently of the primary surface and can hold the
weight of a large number of peripheral devices.

OMNI‐Trak Rail System
The secondary movable monitor surface utilizes our
“Omni‐Trak” embedded rail system. The rail system is
used for attaching adjustable monitor arms, task lights,
phone mounts and various other peripherals. Our
proprietary bases allow the client to mount, position and
tightly secure the devices from above the worksurface
without the use of tools. All wiring travels from the
peripheral device through the worksurface to the
equipment cabinet below. There are grommets that are
strategically positioned between the rails so cables and
power cords are neatly managed across the worksurface.

The “Personal Workspace Manager” is more than just a fancy desk fan
with a space heater below. It also has power outlets above and below
the worksurface, communication ports, USB ports and it can also
house our lift controls.
When the dispatcher starts his or her day, the normal routine is to set
up the dispatch station to meet personal preferences. Placing
monitors at the right height, angle and focal distance along with
setting the proper keyboard height are an extremely important part
of the routine to reduce stress and increase efficiency. The goal for the adjustable worksurface design is to have
the call taker go from sit to stand without losing focus on the phone call and other tasks at hand.

Keep it simple
Once initially set, going from sit to stand is as easy as holding both
switches at the same time. This intuitive system eliminates the
distraction of using a costly programmable dashboard, the need to
remember which program to invoke and which of the possible user
layouts to choose. It’s important to understand that if it isn’t intuitive,
“its engineered wrong”.

Full Worksurface Lift
It is important to know that split‐level workstations are not the
first choice of a majority of our customers. Because all split‐
levels products have inherent workspace depth limitations,
our dispatch customers normally choose the full‐surface lift
instead. The worksurface is adjustable from home row typing
height to 52” from the floor. In choosing the full‐surface lift,
you gain the use of the full desktop depth because there are
no seams and there is only one set of motorized lifting
columns. There is also quite a cost savings over split-level.

Cultured Granite

The workstation example above has our solid‐core cultured granite worksurfaces. This material is a cost
associated upgrade from our standard thermal fused laminates. Please contact your local sales representative for
a quote for this material upgrade.
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